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If Only by sarah allen
I look upon this empty page
Debating what to write
I could, perhaps, describe myself
If only I lived an interesting life

I could, perhaps, share my dreams
If only I remembered what I dreamt
I could, perhaps, divulge a secret
If only I had a secret kept

I could, perhaps, relive a great adventure
If only I possessed the courage to go
I could, perhaps, share knowledge of the world
If only my mind did know

I look upon this page,
Reading what I’ve written
If only I had found something to do
Instead of dwelling on what I didn’t
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Where I’m going by jessie riley
Where am I going?
Try asking how far

As far as I can in a plane or a car
Then a bit farther
Raising the bar

They say you are what you eat while you digest who you are

If it’s a meal for the soul, then
Courage is the entrée with faith as the side

Along with love and compassion to fill what’s inside
I will find the truth

Of what will aid my digestion
Of memories compressed and no less than

17 years of speculatin’ and guessin’
Don’t ask where I’m going

Just watch as I get set.

Then.
You’ll hear it.

By the beat of the drum
Some will wait in the streets while their feet start to hum

Buzzing and stirring until here I come
Like Icarus, straight for the sun

You’d think I was done
 

Except my wings aren’t made of wax,
They’re plastered and fastened tight to my back

Exactly in place
So I can react

When my Father above gives the command to attack



Wings of pure gold.

Then I’ll attack with the pact that I swore to myself
That I’d use my knowledge of suffering to save someone else

Who stumbled and fell
To protect and resurrect their blessed soul from this hell

I know it well.

And when I return
You’ll know the sound

Of the beat of my feet as I hit the ground
Circle around

And look me straight in the eye as I
No longer have to try not to cry when I

Feel it inside
I am alive

Better than I had imagined then
Amen.

Now I can focus on where I’m going
Instead of escaping where I’ve been.
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Psychosis by Riley Dickson
Foreword for the Committee: We are with the Group for the Analysis of the Psychology 
of the High School Student. Our submission for the Committee is an examination of 
the Gifted and Talented mind. Worry not, members of the Committee. We have written 
the necessary paperwork regarding the testing of human subjects. Our experiment is 
over the effects of immense stress, fatigue, and a lack of motivation on a Gifted and 
Talented student. We hope that this research will better our understanding of the mind of 
the teenage populace. We have done this test on seventeen students. Our experimental 
group is the Phoenix class at a Texas high school. The names of the students and 
their teachers have been changed to protect their identities. We asked each student to 
complete a write-up of his or her experiences following the completion of the experiment, 
to which we added our notes as they were appropriate.

Observation: Subject “Finn, Stu” is sitting at his desk. He has sundry papers scattered 
about before him. We see that he has the program “Microsoft Word” pulled up on the 
monitor. Stu grimaces as he stares upon the sheets lain out. Specifically, his distaste is 
directed towards the numbers that reside in the top right-hand corner. If closer we peer, 
we notice the word “Due,” followed by a colon, terminated by three numbers spliced by 
a slash. We chortle as we, along with he, gaze downwards towards the similarly set-up 
series of numbers in the bottom right-hand corner of his monitor. We will now include the 
report written by the student upon completion of this experiment. It should demonstrate to 
you, the Committee, the truth of our claims. 

Stu Finn: Post Examination Reflection

“Oh geez, I have really screwed myself here, haven’t I?” I think as I place my head into 
the palms of my hands. I recall the words of my teacher on that day two weeks prior: 
“The assignment, an essay over symbolism in the novel Lord of the Flies, will be due on 
the Sixteenth.” And where do I find myself now? Why, I just so happen to be in front of a 
glimmering monitor, a cursor positioned to the far left of an entirely blank page, on the 
night prior to the presentation! Fancy that!
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The room in which I reside is black as a night during which a new moon presides 
invisibly in the heavens, clouds covering what few distant stars (having overcome their 
shy disposition) might have come. A near-complete silence permeates the house. The 
faint ticking of a grandfather clock from the living room travels across the empty house. 
My workspace is adjacent to my bedroom. The desk holds two speakers, my iPhone, 
two pens, folders, and the papers that so trouble me.

There’s no puttin’ it off any longer. It’s time to do this. I crack my knuckles, then my 
neck, then my knuckles again. I place my fingers upon the keyboard. I breathe in 
deeply, and exhale loudly. I steadily increase the pressure of my fingers upon the 
keyboard. As the ‘S’ key begins to lower, I suddenly stop. “You know what would go 
well with this? Yes sirree! A nice cold Coca-Cola and a box of Cheez-its. Can’t work on 
an empty stomach!” After finishing this enticing thought, I hear from within that rational 
inner voice, the representation of the human subconscious. It says “Yeah, sure. Very 
hungry there, Stu! Just conveniently disregard the fact that you ate a filling supper just 
four hours ago! You’re really in danger of starvation there, Stu!” I ignore that nagging 
voice; what does he know, anyway?

Now accompanied by a delicious snack, I once again begin the tribulations of 
beginning the assignment. This time, I manage to type out a few words. In the midst of 
this success, my thoughts turn to the prior week. 

Monday– I set the assignment sheet in front of the computer and told myself that, 
starting tomorrow, I would write this thing. But first, I have to read the book, right? 
Tuesday– I had carried the novel around the whole day, but not once did I open it. I 
justified my actions by claiming that “I don’t read well in a loud environment such as 
school.” Wednesday– I folded my cards and pulled up SparkNotes. I made specific 
note of the “stick sharpened at both ends.” I decide that this would definitely be a useful 
thing to use when I write the essay on Thursday. Thursday– Make that Friday. Friday– 
I thought “I can’t be expected to work on a Friday! Hangin’ with my pals is far more 
important! In fact, how dare the Phoenix teachers assign homework on a weekend! 
The nerve!” Saturday– Same as Friday, naturally. 

And so I come back to today. The passage of time truly is a harsh mistress for the 
procrastinating youth. I peer upon the screen, having returned to the realm of reality. 



“Stu Finn” is on the first line, “Mrs. [We’ve Redacted This For Confidentiality]” is on 
the second line, “Phoenix English II Pre-AP/IB/GT, Period 7” is placed on the third, 
and the date is on the fourth. “Did I do my MLA correctly?” This terrifying thought is 
accompanied by the possibility that would follow a negative response to the question: 
a .5 deduction from my score. “Well, we can’t have that, now can we? I had better 
check to make sure that I have this right.” I pull up Chrome (of course) and head to 
everyone’s FAVORITE website, Canvas. I check the document that elucidates the 
correct set-up of an MLA Heading. “What a relief! That could have been bad.” A small 
section of my subconscious speaks to me: “Stu, stop with the nonsense. You knew 
that you had it right. Don’t kid yourself! You’re just postponing the inevitable!” I grimace, 
and reach up to slap my head. I stop, realizing the absurdity of what I was about to 
do. Instead, I think “What do you know? You shut up!”

My hands return to their place above the keyboard. “I’ll prove my silly mind wrong!” I 
begin to type my introduction. Lord of the Flies… well, SparkNotes tells me that it is a 
pretty rad book. The reversion of humanity to their primal states, the innate evil residing 
within all humans, the breakdown of rational society…. Geez, maybe I should have 
actually read the book! It sure would have beat The Scarlet Letter, that’s for sure.’ Soon 
enough, an introduction has been written. “Huzzah!  Take that, you dirty subconscious! 
I showed you!” And the writing continues.

Observation: Imagine a page of paper. A perspective drawing of our city is drawn onto 
it, allowing us, three-dimensional beings, to see each building and the things through 
the window without the pesky meddler known as depth. At this dark hour where the 
Subject finds himself, so, too, do many other wayward Phoenix students. Gaze upon 
the drawing, and the lights of lamps illuminate rooms, in which a teenager is staring 
at a computer screen with the same expression as our good friend Stu: blank eyes, 
reflecting sprawls of text related to topics about which they shall never again think; a 
mouth stretched into a thin line, denoting a distinct lack of emotion; still ears and noses, 
which have ceased functioning to give precedence to the eyes and the hands. The 
blank eyes that we see on Stu guide us towards our conclusion.

The night’s work began with determination and willingness to begin the job. However, 
as our subject had begun to work, the mind had begun to blank. Thoughts had begun 
to cease. The fingers moved across the keyboard with the expertise of Glenn Gould 
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playing a piano concerto. Lines discussing the conch shell, the spear, the broken 
glass, and the words of the Lord of the Flies himself appear on screen with nary a 
conscious thought by he who typed it. At first, we note that this could be completely 
fine; he is doing the work diligently, so what could possibly be an issue? But upon 
further investigation, we arrive at a different conclusion.

Delve into the mind of Stu Finn, and analyze what is truly occurring. Like so many other 
students, his conscious mind has been halted. The combination of a late night fatigue 
and an extreme desire to end the suffering that has been thrust upon him has changed 
Stu. The subconscious mind that pressed him for work has taken hold of his body, and 
there is no stopping this. Stu had hoped to suppress it, but the night wore on, and his 
hold faltered. Sure, there are words being written, but does Stu even know what he is 
writing? 

I snap awake. I look to the bottom right corner of the monitor. The time has progressed 
two hours since last I had checked. I look upon the screen. ‘Did I just write this? Huh.’ 
I move to sip from my can, but it is empty. I curse, and lament the lack of soda to 
moisten my parched throat. I look at my progress. I am nearly complete; there is but a 
single body paragraph remaining to be written. I crack my knuckles and slump back 
in my chair. I wait once again for a bolt of inspiration to strike me. 

I sit for something like ten minutes. The distant throb of the grandfather clock lulls me 
into a trance. The clock had chimed a single time half an hour ago, and still I was 
sitting in the same chair I was in when it had chimed eleven times. I bang my fingers 
onto the keyboard, creating a series of characters that could only make sense in a 
James Joyce novel. But the time passes, and the wake between the conscious and 
subconscious is bridged, and I pass into a trance. It is only in this trance that I find 
the words flying out of my fingertips. Facts substantiated by textual support, correct 
grammar and sentence structure; it is all a result of the inner mind’s manipulation. I 
hold no qualms about its playing me like a puppet; how else am I to finish this? Do it 
myself? Who do I look like? I’m no Einstein!

The eyes open once again. The gaze falls upon the final words. The conclusion 
has been written, the thesis has been restated, and the work is complete.  Huzzah. 
I rise from my seat. To my right is the bedroom, in which the gateway to the realm of 



happiness resides. The true reprieve from the agony of the conscious mind is found 
in the realm of slumber. The true relinquishment of control to the subconscious is there. 
There is naught that I desire more than to enter this world. And it is there that I go.

I lie beneath the blankets and sheet and close my eyes. The darkness that comes 
begins to guide me towards the land of dreams. But the darkness hits a snag as a 
sudden realization hits. 

“Ah cripes! I forgot to write it in the freaking passive voice.”

Observation: It is no longer necessary to continue on with the tale of Stu. He claims that 
at this point he possesses no memories of what transpired. We conjecture that it aligns 
with our previous results: he lacks the recollection of events because he did not, in 
fact, create memories. Perhaps he did resign himself to the land of dreams during this 
period? These are questions for a later time.

Results: The experiment points us to the conclusion that the gifted and talented student 
experiences a trance of the subconscious when he or she is exposed to immense 
trauma in the form of an essay. Our experiment further supports the idea that the 
trauma is largely a self-inflicted condition: if the student didn’t procrastinate as he did, 
perhaps he would not have been in this situation? 

Also, Stu got an 8.5 because he didn’t double space. 
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Owl by Laura Hallas



SYMPHONY BY KATE PATRICK
Today I play a song for you
Each note echoes, 
a whispered lullaby.
I can’t forget how your hand
fit perfectly in mine,
like my bow 
but not so cold. 
Each melody
I play mimics 
the voice I still hear when I sleep.
And each pause lingers,
like your sighs 
when you brushed the hair off of my cheek.
I tried so hard 
to memorize your skin,
the polished wood of my violin 
such a vile replacement. 
Your hair, 
fluid silk,
still  haunts me like a wraith;
my strings will never chase it.
And although I try to remember your laugh, 
it decays like a note hovering in silence, 
each piece of you will soon fade away 
and all I’ll retain is the music.
No matter how hard I may try, 
each day lives and dies. 
The only thing that will remain
will always be your eyes
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A BREATH OF HISTORY BY ELAINE AVSHMAN



An opinion is just the thought
of one man

who opened his mouth.
So why is it that one opinion

can haunt us so?
That one thought could throw,

us into a disarray of
our own minds?

A sinking, heartbreaking
feeling that has no ultimate

release.
Our words can haunt us, but also

can our thoughts;
as we fear what we feel

we should not know,
and know what we should not feel.
It’s a heart-wrenching occurrence,

the fluttery flight,
the tears in the sky.

What would happen if we could
just forget the man, and

his devious ways, and change
what we fear rather than fear

what we change?

THE MAN BY BRITTNEY BORSERINE
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DUALITY OF DEATHENING BY KATE PATRICK



ni hao, what are you by amy huang
A sentence slips out—
heads turn towards my accent, distinctly American—
embarrassed by the stares, I avert my eyes and tighten my lips, 
sealing the leak, 
withdrawing back into myself,
ashamed 
that I don’t sound like everyone else.

My exotic English is back in its cave, a timid hermit crab,
frightened by the surrounding current of Chinese.
My tongue is clumsy, too slow for the melodious rush of local dialect,
and my words only stumble and fall when I snap their reins,
tripping over the subtleties of pronunciation.

They notice it immediately. 
The taxi driver smoking a cigarette, the store clerk on his smartphone, 
the busboy in sandals and cargo shorts, the school children in their plaid uniforms – 
They can all tell I’m not from around here by both sound and sight.
I’m tall and tan while the kids my age are short and pale.
My parents are likewise giant and dressed in name brands, 
their Mandarin a drawl compared to the quick snap of city speech.

Yet, even with their American ways, they are as native as smog here
innately connected to the restaurants and little shops
They fit right in.
The only thing I owe to Hangzhou is my facial structure,
my dad’s cooking, my memories of secondhand childhood nostalgia.
It’s not my home, and the people are not my neighbors:
Here I’m just a stranger
and even worse, a tourist
just as out of place as someone Korean or Japanese.
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For maybe the first time in my life I know how it feels
to yearn to be average and normal and everyday
in a place where diversity is not;
It is the guilty ache of a soul that covets the unobtainable.

Because when I go back, I’ll be in the suburbs again, 
in Texas again,
an American again.
I’ll frame my memories and hang them on the wall,
hold them in my mind as if to say good bye, and turn away,
already immersed again in day to day life,
to return to them next time.

In the meantime I’m a librarian, one who ignores the pile of books—
It’s too big to be sorted and dusted off—old tomes jumbled with new novels—
If they were put in order, it would make sense;
I would make sense,
but for now it’s going to stay like that,
and I’m content to work the desk and think of nothing else
until I board the plane again back into the rabbit hole
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limits by katie herald
They say the sky is the limit,
but most people don’t get that far
because they don’t realize what’s inside them
or reach up to the stars.
Humans, individuals, people,
subconsciously limit themselves
which makes it hard to go any farther
when their dreams are left on shelves.
No one knows how the world will change,
or how people just like you
can alter the ways of other’s worlds
by doing what you’ve always wanted to do.
Sure, there are speed limits,
and restrictions when driving cars
but no one can stop an imagination,
it has no end or bars
to keep you from setting your goals
and setting them high,
to take silver wings of thought
and fly up to the sky.
They said the sky was the limit,
but there are footsteps on the moon…
So if you’re going to be creative
you might as well start soon.
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selfish by caroline seegmiller
She told me I would regret this when I’m older. But being older means that you made 
it. It means that you must have somehow made it through the struggle that is life and 
have had the time to look back and reflect on your choices. But if everything she said 
was true, then I wouldn’t have the chance to reach that point. She told me I was selfish, 
and selfish people only make it so far in life by themselves. I suppose she’s right 
about me since I put myself before her; I only wish that she realized she was doing 
the same to me. She would laugh if I told her. Far-fetched perceptions tend to occur in 
self-centered children such as myself. At least, that’s what she told me. She has many 
things to tell me, but I have many things I want to tell her as well. 

Today I feel like Molly Ringwald in Sixteen Candles. Well not the cute boy kissing me on 
my birthday part, but the overlooked by my family part. As I sit here in the diner booth 
on my birthday, I sit alone; I sit alone with my sixteen apologies instead of my sixteen 
candles. I wrote my confessions on napkins as I waited for my coffee, the first part on 
the front, and the reason on the back. I was okay with the small town waitress knowing 
that I carried guilt, but she didn’t have to know why. I felt each cumbersome regret 
leave my soul as I wrote them down. My favorite part about diners is that you can write 
important things down on something as insignificant as a napkin: there is something 
satisfying in the idea that no one will ever see what you wrote because it was thrown 
away before it could be read. However this time, I didn’t throw away the napkins. I felt 
that maybe, maybe somebody should see them. In all honesty, these napkins don’t 
say much, but to me, they say everything:

I’m sorry   I forgot to call you
I’m sorry    I ran out of time to write
I’m sorry    I haven’t told you where I am
I’m sorry   I realize I have wronged you
I’m sorry    I really need to talk right now
I’m sorry    I never listened to you
I’m sorry    I know it is unfair to ask 
I’m sorry    I want you to hear me
I’m sorry    I should not have left
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I’m sorry    I didn’t follow your plan
I’m sorry    I don’t think that I will
I’m sorry    I will not be successful
I’m sorry   I won’t be good enough
I’m sorry    I wasted your time
I’m sorry   I am not coming back again
I’m sorry    I can’t be more like you 

I moved to stand up, but in my haste, my hand knocked over the coffee that had finally 
arrived. The dark black color drowned my sympathies as the ink on the napkins lost 
itself in the hot ocean that enveloped the white squares. It was then that I remembered 
my defining attribute: selfishness. This quality and apologies simply do not go together, 
so I moved on and began to write again:

I’m not sorry    I understand that now 
I’m not sorry    I won’t apologize anymore
I’m not sorry    I followed my own path
I’m not sorry    I left it all behind me
I’m not sorry    I have dreams of my own
I’m not sorry    I believe in God 
I’m not sorry    I don’t believe in you
I’m not sorry    I cried when mom died
I’m not sorry    I was just a burden to you
I’m not sorry    I stayed behind as you ran away 
I’m not sorry    I was your responsibility  
I’m not sorry    I am not who you are 
I’m not sorry    I can’t be normal
I’m not sorry    I just want to be myself
I’m not sorry    I only tried my best
I’m not sorry    I will not be your sister again
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Life and death by lydia guo
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winter wonderland by scott stenger
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goodnight by allison hilbig

As Night gives way to Day
Day, too, gives way to Night
Doomed to eternal struggle
Involved in endless fight
Never-ceasing cycle
Great powers, Dark and Light
Rotation of the Earth
Advance the Morning bright
Dawn to Dusk sails the Sun
Evading grasp, Goodnight



the sentinel by ryed ahmed
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the the spell-checker invitation by reagan thornberry

They have come our with a now invention
An amazing technology caller:
Autocorrect
It will fixes all you’re worlds four you!
No need two proof reed any linger!
You wilt ace your English clash with flying colons!
Its okay is you canned type very food,
Because it wild six all of you’re miss stakes four you!
Whale this knew invention is covenant,
It is also ease to user!
Wringing essays will be a sink 
When you bye this this profit!
Your torture will bee so pride to sea your papers!
You can use sit four school word,
Testing your fiends
Resumed,
Or even you’re own persons writing!
So bye yours today!
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HOMEOSTASIS BY CHRIS EDWARDS

324



Forget not the nature with which the fire burns, 
Lest you wish to be set ablaze. 

Forget not the strength with which the gale screams, 
Lest you wish to be deafened. 

Forget not the daring with which the river races, 
Lest you wish to be pulled under. 

Forget not the persistence with which the tree reaches, 
Lest you wish to be cut down. 

Forget not the dignity with which the boulder crumbles, 
Lest you wish to be crushed. 

Forget not the solitude with which the glacier hardens, 
Lest you wish to be encased within. 

Forget not the passion with which all things thrive, 
Lest you wish to be their downfall. 

Forget not the delicacy with which this balance is maintained,  
Lest you wish to piece together the shards.

NATURE’S LEGACY BY DELANEY SHAVER
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I will follow you into the dark by madison jarboe
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beneath the feet to above the heart by diana reyes can

I know not how
And wonder why 
The world shows greed to me.
Time has stopped.
All is silent.
I can merely hear my heart beat.
Slowly…

I walk on the streets of my home city,
And I’m blinded by the light.
I take the same old path,
Sinking more and more with every step.
I walk right past them.
No one notices.

No one cares.

Water is bitter.
Air is poison.
The sun is stabbing me
With its indignant rays.

I’m not okay.

I shouldn’t cross.
The light is still red.
But I walk anyway because

I can’t do it.

I take a step.
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I want it over…

Then I felt the soft grip of a small hand
Holding my own.
My heart raced.
I looked down…

A tiny spark ran from  my cold fingers,
Up my arms, and
Circulated through my veins,
Warming my soul.

Someone cared.

Her grey eyes suddenly turned blue.
I stepped back.
I opened my ears.
I closed my eyes,
And for once I dreamed.

I was okay.

Sounds around me became alive.
The Earth continued its normal rotation.
I realized that
I had so much to live forward to…

My lids opened up.
I could see so many colors,
More than before.
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I could do it.

I smiled.
The light turned green,
And we crossed together
To the other side.
A whole new place of opportunities
Stood in front of me.
I looked at my wristwatch.
It was time to refuel…

She released my hand.
I looked back one last time,
And I saw her go. 
Then I faced forward.
Someone else needed support
To cross the street…

It was now my turn to help,
And someone else’s turn to believe.
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cloaked by bobby thakkar



vacancy by kayla padol
There are countless words on the tip of my tongue
That l would love to say to you.
I could sit for hours
Reminding you of how dear to me you are and 
Casually chatting and laughing.
Yet if I were to speak now
I would be screaming into an empty void
Of where you used to be.
For you are gone.
Lost to the greedy hands of death.
The ways of life have won.
Oh how I miss you.

I look around to see you,
Yet I only find stale air.
My heart dissolves.
For you have vanished.
A soul of passion and laughter was stolen from us all.
Lost to the greedy hands of death.
The ways of life have won.
Oh how I miss you.

We departed with an embrace
“See you tomorrow!”
I shouted down the hall.
Without a doubt that tomorrow would come,
And all would be well.
Yet the timer boiled down to zero
And the countdown led to the halt of your beating heart.
Travis, oh how I miss you.
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the wisps by amanda hays
I woke to a gentle hand shaking my shoulder and a pale face peering into my 
partially closed eyes. The face belonged to my best friend Harris, who was looking 
increasingly anxious as I tucked myself back inside my blankets, trying to savor the 
last remnants of sleep and warmth.

“C’mon, Sylvia. We really need to get going. The others have already started,” he said, 
his brown eyes dark as the night I wished were still here. 

His words stirred something in me, a call to action of which was so ingrained in my 
brain, in my bones, that I didn’t even question it anymore. We were going after the 
wisps, as we had every day for the past ten years.

I dragged myself out of my warm blankets, shivering as the cold air bit at my skin, 
sinking into every pore of my flesh as if someone were holding a thousand ice cubes 
directly on the surface of my skin.

Harris took his leave from my tent, ducking out the flap and into the even colder 
wilderness. I quickly tucked my feet into my boots, applying layer after layer of clothing 
until I felt slightly constricted. I would need it when we got to The Hill. 

Harris and I started walking towards The Hill, leaving behind the children under eight to 
wait for the return of their parents. Their tiny heads peeked out from between tent flaps, 
searching the surrounding area, and I was instantly glad that they were required to 
stay where the conditions were slightly more hospitable.

We left them to watch us as we faded off into the distance, our feet crunching on 
the frosty grass, our breath curls of smoke in the cold air. I felt a sense of both 
apprehension and excitement, and I didn’t know which one to feel. 

“What if you caught one?” I asked, as we passed a copse of trees leaning awkwardly 
over a large rock. 
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“I’d be ecstatic. I mean of course I’ll catch one-you will too. We all will, it’s just a matter 
of time,” he answered, his voice loud against the quiet of the forest. There were no 
birds, insects, or any other sign of life, for that matter. Except the occasional sighting of 
a person making the daily trek to The Hill to catch the wisps.

“And live in our happiest memories forever, right? I can’t even imagine.”

Harris breathed a long sigh, closing his eyes even as we walked, several twigs 
snapping under his weight. “I can. Do you remember that time we went down to the 
lake to skip rocks? We couldn’t have been more than five years old or so. Do you 
remember this?”

I smiled, a motion that caused me pain; my skin felt as if it would crack across my 
face like when my mother used to crack eggs on the side of rocks, despite the fact I 
objected on the grounds that it was highly unsanitary.

“Of course. The sun was just starting to set, in shades of red and orange that I didn’t 
know existed. I remember we just lay on that huge boulder beside the lake, wider than 
any rock I’d ever seen.”

“It was so hard to climb up,” Harris said, laughing. “You were stumbling and reaching 
for something to grab, but it was completely flat. When you finally got up, you refused 
to leave, so we just….”

“Stayed there. Yeah,” I said, and in that moment, ten years seemed worth it.

After we’d eaten lunch and started along the makeshift trail that hundreds of people 
had patted down with footsteps, I caught sight of The Hill in the distance. It wasn’t a 
mountain, but it was larger than any other hill I’d seen around here. The Hill contained 
nothing save the wisps which lived on tiny spindly green plants. When the silver seeds 
blew off into the wind simultaneously, it created a dark immense cloud that floated over 
our heads as we tried desperately to catch them.

“Hurry up, it won’t be long now,” Harris urged me, doubling his pace so that I had to 
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triple mine to match his stride. As he said it, I noticed the crowd of people at the bottom 
of The Hill, roughly one hundred of them, huddled together for warmth.
As we closed the distance between us and the crowd, I cursed myself for waiting so 
long to leave this morning; if we missed The Release, it would be entirely my fault. As if 
in response to my thought, I heard the first rumble of The Hill, saw the tremor shake the 
green leaves of the plants, bobbing the wisps back and forth.

We took off running. My heart was pounding erratically in my chest, and I could hear 
it loudly in my ears, like a sickly drumbeat, a timer. I gulped air, which tore down my 
throat and caught my lungs on fire.

We skidded to a stop just as the second tremor shook The Hill and the wisps 
swung precariously from their allotted plant. I felt a knot of anxiety in my chest, and 
the exhilaration of what was to come both terrified and excited me. Today, this very 
moment, could be the last moment of pain, of worry, of cold. I could live in pure bliss 
surrounded by my loved ones for all eternity, reliving my most cherished memories.

“Sylvia! Where were you? We had to leave without you!” A familiar voice said, and as 
I swung around to find it, I realized it was my mother. Her curly hair bobbed as she 
inched closer to me, until she was completely at my side, her eyes twinkling in the 
sunlight.

“I know, I’m sorry. How long have you been here?” I asked, not taking my eyes off The 
Hill. 

“About an hour. It won’t be long now,” she replied, gesturing towards the glistening 
mass of wisps, shimmering in front of us.

Although it was cold back at our tent camp, which seemed transitory but was actually 
quite permanent, it was bone-chilling cold near The Hill, so icy in fact that I feared if I 
stood still for too long, ice would start to climb up my legs and freeze me completely 
over.

A low rumble began, at a frequency that I could feel in the pit of my stomach before it 
began to move the ground beneath my boots. As if on cue, the green plants released 
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their hold on the wisps, which started to drift towards us, the sunlight glistening off their 
tiny arms as they gained altitude. 

“Here we go!” I heard someone yell, just as the entire group spread out in different 
directions. I waited a split second for the others to clear before moving after a wisp that 
soared just above my head. 

I ran after it as it gained speed, floating into the sky and farther away from my grasping 
hands. “Wait!” I called, hearing the desperation in my own voice. The wisp ignored 
me, instead catching a drift and flying even higher.

My heart was heavy as I watched happiness fly away from me, as I watched it twinkle 
in the sky, as if it were laughing at me, as if it were saying “you can never have me.”

I turned around, catching sight of the dejected, dragging their feet along, dirt flicking 
behind them, their breath coming out in puffs of smoke, loud and hazy in the quiet.

Then I heard something. It sounded like “I caught one!”

I scanned the area around the hill, but found no one looking ecstatic. Then again, 
“I caught one!” louder, and so clear in the frigid air that I recognized the voice 
immediately. Harris.

I caught sight of him about twenty feet away, crouching on the ground, his hands 
cupped around something. I sprinted towards him, the knot of anxiety returning to its 
position in my chest. I arrived before the others and he looked up at me in wonder, his 
dark eyes clear for the first time. 

“I caught it,” he said quietly, peeking between his thumbs at the tiny wisp. It fluttered out 
from his hands, floating in front of his face, sashaying around his head.
 
“Harris,” I said, hearing my voice crack. The anxiety in my chest was constricting, and 
my lungs were aching from the extra air I was hyperventilating. 

He met my eyes, a huge smile on his face. I hadn’t seen him smile like that since…
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well since that day at the lake. I should be happy for him, but how can I be happy 
when he’s going to leave me?

“Harris no,” I said quickly. I heard my mother gasp and grab my arm. 

“Don’t be selfish,” she hissed, her fingers icicles wrapped around my forearm.

Harris looked up at me, surprised. “I’ll see you again,” he said, dreamily. Suddenly, 
the wisp started to buzz angrily, circling his head violently and dipping up and down as 
if it were trying to stay in the air. 

“I won’t see you, though,” I said, and as soon as the words left my mouth, I realized 
how true they were.

I reached towards him, but the wisp darted inside his ear, and an explosive white light 
lit his head up as if it were a lantern. His whole body spazzed, and he started to writhe 
on the ground, kicking up dirt and uprooting grass.

I raced to his side, grabbed his head. His eyes were unseeing, and his body shook 
violently and with such force that he flopped around next to me like a fish.

Then nothing. 

I felt ice start to freeze around my heart, and I thought that if my heart beat just one 
more time, it would shatter into a million pieces. “Harris, no!” I cried, shaking his body, 
which was much too still. 

I felt his ice-cold neck, and sighed a breath of relief when I felt his pulse bobbing in his 
neck. He smiled up at me right then, but I knew he didn’t see me. Or at least not me as 
I was now, at his side.

I felt tears begin to stream down my cheeks as I stared at his eyes becoming lifelike 
again, bright and full of laughter. He might laugh with me, but I’d never laugh with 
him again. I felt a pain in my chest so deep and throbbing it felt as if a dark spirit was 
stirring inside me, about to take control of my limbs, my mind.
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“C’mon Sylvia, don’t be ridiculous. He is happier now than he has been for a long 
time. I didn’t cry when your father achieved happiness, so why are you?” my mother 
said, her voice loud and angry.

“Happiness? This isn’t happiness, not really. He’ll never have any more memories, 
he’ll never grow old, never have a family. He could have had moments of happiness 
throughout his life, if he hadn’t spent the last ten years wasting time.”

As I said the words, it stirred me to action. Rubbing my eyes, I turned to my mother. “I’d 
tell you not to wait for me, but I don’t think you would anyway.” 

I took in the sight of my best friend, barely alive but a contented smile plastered across 
his face. I felt a dull ache in my chest that I knew would be there for a long time, but I 
managed to turn away.

So I left everything: my mom, my best friend, The Hill, the wisps, the journey. I walked 
away from my life feeling lighter, as if the pursuit of the wisps was sucking the life out of 
me. I didn’t know if I’d ever achieve happiness, but if I did it wouldn’t be an illusion, it’d 
be for real.
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Nevermore by Michelle Mao
Once, in a sun-washed meadow hugged by a tall forest on a large, lush island, 
dwelled the dreams.  
 
These dreams were diverse; they were elusive, insubstantial orbs of light that shim-
mered and danced, shifting color and shape. An ever-changing number of these 
floated about the island, some still, meaningless, and gray: the discarded; others 
shining brightly, swirling into the form of a happy vision or a determined phrase for just 
a moment: the hopes; and still others chained to the trees by blinding light, emitting 
soundless screams from their false yet vivid bloodstained jaws: the nightmares.

No one knew their true meaning or the reason behind their existence, only that they 
were like roses: some saw the vibrant petals and others saw the thorns. They could 
plant the sunflowers of joy, cause pure hope to bloom… or bury the roots of fear 
and anger deep in one’s mind. The latter were weeds, spreading darkness through 
everything they touched. If unleashed, the result would be catastrophic. 

Usually they remained under control, bounds by chains deep in the forest.

Usually.
~~~

There was a window in the hospital room.

As she did every night, a little girl retold the stories of the shining orbs to the stars as she 
drifted into sleep, her smile kissing the pillow. 

Sleep was a portal to the lush, thriving island where she could hear the story of any orb 
that she reached toward; it was where she could cradle the hopes in her hand… or 
accidentally brush against a nightmare; it was where she could pretend that life held 
none of the pain which she had never asked for.
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It was where she could be safe under the watch of only the night sky and not the 
nurse.

Yet she didn’t notice that on this evening the usual protective eye of the moon was 
shrouded by ominous red and black clouds that were beginning to creep across the 
vast darkness, suffocating the sky.

Her smile faded unconsciously.
~~~

It was nighttime on the island, and shadows billowed across the sky there as well. The 
hopes flickered uneasily as the nightmares wrenched violently against their weakening 
chains. Even the discarded seemed to take notice.

Suddenly there was a shift in the fabric of their island – subtle, yet profound at the 
same time. The silence was deafening; it was as if time had been frozen. Then, just as 
spontaneously, darkness streaked across the western sky. Howling, the nightmares 
tore free, leaving dark tendrils snaking around the fast-dimming brightness of their 
broken chains. As they traveled, black smoke rolled off the nightmares and condensed 
into spheres, forming more of their kind. They reproduced like cancer as they sped 
toward the rapidly spreading tumor that fanned the sky. Where the nightmares joined 
this swirling vortex, black lightning shook the ground. Tendrils formed from pure 
fear spiraled over the land, washing everything in ice and darkness wherever they 
metastasized. 

The bright orbs of light, the hopes, fled to the eastern coast of the island and launched 
light and color at the black mass. But it was no use. Whenever the malignant threads 
touched the dreams, they would form an ever-thickening web over the flickering orbs. 
Then the hopes shattered into dull shards and just like that, they were gone.

Within the Earth equivalent of minutes, the black hole had swallowed all but one 
dimming gold orb: the final dream, the last hope.

Darkness formed a thick blanket over the wasted island.
~~~

The little girl’s eyes flew open, searching the room for the enemy she could not see 
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as she gasped in pain. Faintly, as if separated by the thick barrier of her mind, she 
heard the doctor and nurses rushing frantically about the room, but to her they were 
as insignificant as flies. She could still sense the lingering gold orb, but as the seconds 
passed, it too went dark. As the light faded, the girl’s eyes drifted closed, exhausted.

She ceased.
~~~

Once, in a sun-washed meadow hugged by a tall forest on a large, lush island, 
dwelled the dreams. 

Once, but never more.
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False Reflections by Michelle Mao
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heartstrings by amy huang
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Beethoven by Michelle Mao
Youth brought his fingers 
To the slim black and square white of the piano.
Scales rolled like waves;
Chords flew.

Later these fingers caught the airborne notes
And planted them upon straight rows.
Stems sprouted from oval seeds;
Flags grew.

Long fingers encircled nimble quill
And poured new music into the crackling paper.
Pen and brain raced together,
Melody bloomed.

Trembling fingers tapped unhearing ears,
But the physical silence was unflawed beauty in 
his mind.
Concertos sprang forth in a torrent from his pain
Ears strained.

Later his fingers would move no more,
Deaf ears would sit in the ground.
But his music would move all who heard it
For centuries to come.
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The Violinist By Kate Patrick
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La Bella Vista By Ashley Middleton
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anamnesis by anne li
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constant misfortunes by brandon ziots

as time passes by
events turn to memories

we only forget
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